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KARP

• Leading academic society throughout 40 years history since 1975

• Promoting R&D on Radiation Protection

• Cooperative activities with related international organizations (ICRP, IRPA, AOARP, UNSCEAR, etc.)

• Improving the friendship among the members
KARP Brief History

• 1975 : Established
• 1976 : Joined IRPA
• 1976 : Published the 1st journal
• 1998 : Authorized as an academic association
• 2002 : Hosted the 1st AOCRP in Seoul
• 2015 : Hosted the ICRP2015
• 2016 : Opened the research institute under KARP
KARP Organization

- President
  - General Assembly
  - Board of Directors
  - Vice President
    - Conference committee
    - Editorial committee
    - International cooperation committee
    - External cooperation committee
    - Medical committee
    - Education committee
    - IRPA preparatory committee
  - Auditor
  - Advisory committee
  - Secretariat
    - Affiliated research institute
  - General Secretary
  - Treasurer
  - Editorial Secretary
  - Conference Secretary
  - International Cooperation Secretary
  - Business Secretary
  - Public Co Secretary
  - Education Secretary
  - Board Members
Annual Activities

• Annual Meeting including General Assembly
• Board of Directors’ Meeting
• Conferences
• Winter/Summer Workshops
• R&D Projects
• Publication of JRPR and Technical Documents
40th Anniversary
IRPA 15 (2020)

15TH INTERNATIONAL CONGRESS OF INTERNATIONAL RADIATION PROTECTION ASSOCIATION (IRPA)

“BRIDGING RP CULTURE and SCIENCE - WIDENING PUBLIC EMPATHY”
Awards

• Grand Prize of Korean Radiation Protection
• ISORD Award for Young Scientists
• Young Investigator Prize
• ITRS Award
KARP YSG

- Organized in 2017
- Chairperson of KARP YSG: Dr. Jeong-In KIM (KHNP-RHI)
- Encouraging involvement of Korean young scientists in the field of radiation protection
- Composed of 50 members
YSG Organization

YSG Chairperson
(<= 45-y)

YP
(<= 35-y)

RP Philosophy
Radiation Measurement/Dosimetry
Radiation Epidemiology
RP in Medicine
EPR
(Emergency Preparedness & Response)
Starting Ceremony
Main Activities of YSG

• Periodic Meeting/Workshop
• Development of Joint Research Agenda
• Contribution to Education/Training
• Cooperation with Relevant Group
Recent Activities

• Technical Meeting
• Support of Education Program
• Radiation Measurement/Dosimetry Intercomparison Exercise
ARADOS

• Asian Radiation Dosimetry Group (ARADOS)
• Founded in 2015
• More than 10 member institutes in Asia
• 4 Working Groups
Intercomparison Exercises

- Thyroid measurement intercomparison
- Cytogenetic biodosimetry intercomparison
Future Plan

• Periodic Meeting among Young Scientists
• Development of Strategic Research Agenda
• Preparation for YGN Session of IRPA15
• YSG Session in the KARP Annual Meeting
• International Networking System with Other Young Scientists/Professionals
4th ARADOS Meeting

- Dates: 17-19, October, 2018
- Venue: Seoul, Korea
- Contact: lovin@kirams.re.kr
Dear Delegates and Friends,

On behalf of the KARP IRPA 15 Organizing Committee (KOC), it is my great pleasure to invite you to the 15th International Congress of the International Radiation Protection Association (IRPA) to be held on May 11-15, 2020 in Seoul, Korea.

The Organizing Committee has exerted tremendous effort to make the most highly

Congress Venue, coex

Accommodation
Restaurant
Shopping

Culture & History

Seoul is a city that embraces the beauty of both tradition and modernity. With five ancient palaces and five World Heritage Sites designated by UNESCO, Seoul is living history of 600 years as the capital of the Choson Dynasty.
Concluding Remarks

• R&R of YSG are very important!!

• KARP encourages diverse and fruitful activities of Korean YSG.

• KARP YSG hopes to have close cooperation with other country’s young professionals.
Thank you.